
How much time do they spend on

their devices?

YES

NOYES

At these ages children are looking outside

the home at peers and media to figure out

how to navigate the world. Point out things

you see on screens particularly positive

role models. Ask questions on what they

see. Children are watching you and make

sure you are also a positive role model.

Screen Time

Screen-Free
Areas & Times

What areas of your home are screens

not allowed? Select below:

Kitchen table

Living room

Bedrooms

What time of the day do screens and mobile

devices get turned off? Select below:

Two hours before bed

One hour before bed

Right before bed

Screens can interfere with sleep. The American

Academy of Pediatrics recommends children ages 6-

12 years should sleep 9-12 hours a day. They also

recommend screens be turned off at least half an hour

before bed.
Do you have screen free

times at meals?
NO

Media
Consumption

Digital citizenship is the ethical and responsible use of technology. Here are

some digital citizenship rules for children these ages: (check any of the rules

you follow in your own home)
Follow family rules on media

When someone is talking to you, do not look at a phone or other device

Tell a parent or trusted adult if you get pictures or messages that make you

uncomfortable

Ask permission to use a caregiver or friend’s device

Do not share other people’s information or pictures without permission

Do not share your personal information online with those you don’t know

Do not use a phone or play a game while crossing a street

Ask permission to create online accounts and share passwords with

parents

Does your child own

their own device?

Are you concerned with

what they do on the

screen?

NO

Social and emotional development is crucial at these

ages. Your child models your behavior. They need

opportunities to interact with you. Try to keep screens

away from areas of family conversation, particularly

the kitchen table.

YES
Do they share a device with

a friend or family member?

NO

NO

What positive recreational screen time

activities do you and your child have? Check

any below.
Play together on apps or video games

Watch media together

Video chat with friends and relatives

If none, what is one that you are or

could be doing now?
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 The American Academy of Pediatrics does

not have specific screen time

recommendations for children over age 6.

However, it does recommend limiting mobile

devices because they can be isolating.

Screen time is better when it’s social.

Do they struggle with

getting off their device?

YES

YES

Children’s brains are still developing and it’s

common to struggle with transitions.

However, if your child consistently throws

tantrums or refuses to get off a device that

is an area to work on. Give them reminders,

put out a clock or timer and understand that

they need time transition. Give them at least

5 minutes to get off the device.

YES

Sharing a device can keep young children

safe since you can see what they’re doing.

However, it can also mean that children are

accidentally exposed to inappropriate

content. If you share a device with your child

make sure your history/cache is cleared

and that you have parental settings on

content they can access.

GO BACK

Children learn better from media when they

share the experience with an adult. Watching and

playing together can help you stay connected

with your child, and helps keep them safe.

Digital Citizenship


